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Abstract: In this paper a new identification method of bushing stiffness parameters in car suspension mechanism is presented. This method is based on the observation of part motions in a suspension on a Kinematic and Compliance (K&C) test bench. This observation is used to compute bushing deflections for various load cases applied on the suspension. An iterative identification method has been set up and interfaced with a commercial multibody simulation software (ADAMS) in order to find a set of stiffness parameters that achieve the correlation between model and reality. This identification method is tested on a pseudo Mc Pherson suspension and on a complex multilink rear suspension. In each case, behaviour of the identified model converges towards the reference behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION



The automotive industry was an early user of multibody simulation software for vehicle behaviour analysis and suspension mechanism design. The use of these tools allows to reduce the time needed to develop new suspensions. But before using a model to improve an existing vehicle, it is important to correlate the model with a real vehicle in order to ensure that modelling assumptions and model parameters are valid. That is why model correlation is a recurrent problem. Obtaining a full correlation between a model and a given suspension is a complex task. The complex behaviour of rubber bushing used for vibration filtering is a known cause of discrepancy between model and reality [1,2]. To build a correct elastokinematic model of a given suspension, bushing stiffness must be determined. However, direct measurement of stiffness is very difficult because it requires a full disassembly. Therefore an identification method may be used to find stiffness values and attain a reliable model. Former identification methods addressing this problem are based on the analysis of the wheel behaviour on a Kinematic and Compliance (K&C) test bench. As typical vehicle models used in industry are over complex[3], the first necessary step is to use statistical design of experiments in order to determine which 1/21



28/03/2006 parameters influence wheel behaviour most[4]. Then, the application of optimisation routines for these parameters can be used to fit the model behaviour to experimental results [5]. The identification is then similar to a problem of optimal design [6]. These techniques imply the realisation of a high number of simulations and advanced knowledge of numerical computation is required. The aim of this paper is to provide a more simple identification method that is no longer based solely on the observation of the wheel. This method uses observed displacements of each solid part connected by bushing in the suspension when various load cases are applied on the wheel. Section 2 presents the method used to compute part location and orientation on an assembled suspension starting from coordinate measurements of a minimum number of reference points using a portable Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). Based on this data, bushing deflections are computed for each load case. To achieve simple tool for a frequent use in an engineering department, the identification method detailed in section 3 could be implemented on any commercial multibody simulation software. Usually, this type of software cannot consider stiffness parameters as unknown terms and is opaque for the user. An original approach was developed to modify iteratively an initial estimate of stiffness parameters until the behaviour of each bushing in the model is similar to experimental results. To validate this method, a software tool has been written and tested on two different suspension architectures: a pseudo Mc Pherson front suspension and an innovative rear axle designed by Michelin in application of the Optimized Contact Patch (OCP) concept [7,8]. In these two cases, identification has been performed using numerical simulation. Finally an experimental validation is presented on a pseudo Mc Pherson. Results of this experimentation demonstrate the capability of the identification method to achieve a realistic model without prior knowledge of bushing properties.
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FINDING BUSHING SUSPENSION



DEFLECTIONS



ON



AN



ASSEMBLED



When a vehicle is tested on a K&C test rig, the chassis is fixed on the ground and controlled forces are applied on wheels using 6 DoF actuators. During this test it is not possible to directly measure bushing deflection because functional surfaces are hidden. It is necessary to set up an indirect measuring method. Before the vehicle is set on the K&C bench, each part of the suspension is measured separately in Rs , a coordinate system local to the solid part, and a geometric model of the solid is built. This model fully describes positions and orientations of bushings on the part using an homogenous operator. For each bushing, a local coordinate system is defined as represented in Figure 1. The position and orientation of this coordinate system relative to Rs is defined by the homogenous operator [B Rs ][9]. If we consider a bushing that links



part s1 to part s 2 , the position and orientation of this bushing on part 1 is defined by the operator [B Rs1 ] ,



while the operator [B Rs 2 ] describes its position and orientation on part 2.
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Figure 1 : Representation of coordinate system local to a bushing and location of a bushing on a part In order to compute part location and orientation on the assembled suspension four reference points, also called "marks", are made on the part. These marks are small conic holes located on the part to ensure an easy coordinate measurement on the assembled suspension using a portable CMM, equipped with a spherical probe. The minimum number of points required to compute part location and orientation is three. However, the number of four marks has been chosen to bring reliability to the method in the event of measurement error. Before making measurements, marks should be made on the parts using a spotting drill. No precise location is required, provided the marks are sufficiently spaced from each other and accessible for coordinate measurement. Figure 2 represents, as an example, mark locations on the wishbone of a Mc Pherson suspension. After CMM measurement, each mark location is defined by a position vector:



Pm / Rs = [1 xm / Rs



ym / Rs



z m / Rs ]



1< m < 4,



T



(1)



where the subscript m indicates the mark number. Once the suspension is assembled and the vehicle chassis is fixed on the bench, a load case is applied by the actuators on the wheels. Suspension reaches an equilibrium position and mark coordinates are measured in a global coordinate system R0 :



Pm / R 0 = [1 xm / R 0



ym / R 0



zm / R 0 ]



1< m < 4



T
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Figure 2 : Exemple of mark positioning on a suspension wishbone. These points are used to compute the part location and orientation in the assembled suspension in the form of an operator [ ARs / R 0 ] . This is the absolute orientation problem [10] that consists for each part in minimizing the criterion:



C = Σ m4 =1 [A Rs / R 0 ] Pm / Rs − Pm / R 0 . 2



(3)



Based on the operator [ ARs / R 0 ] , it is possible to compute the elastic deflection of the bushing represented in Figure 3 with :



[∆ B ] = [B s 2 ]−1 [A Rs 2 / R 0 ]−1 [A Rs1/ R 0 ] [B s1 ].
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Figure 3 : Computation of bushing elastic deflection from part positions and orientations To define a force/deflection relation for bushing B , the operator [∆ B ] has to be decomposed into 6 scalars.



δ Tx , δ Ty and δ Tz represents translational deflections, while δ Rx , δ Ry and δ Rz represents rotational deflections with :



1 δ [∆ B ] =  Tx δ Ty  δ Tz



0



0



a11



a12



a 21



a 22



a13



a 23



0  a13  , a 23   a 33 



(5)



and



 − a23  ,  a33 



δ Rx = atan



 a13  ,  a33 



δ Ry = atan



(6)



 a21  .  a11 



δ Rz = atan



The coordinate measurement operation is repeated for l max different load cases. A load case is a set of forces applied to the wheel. It can be decomposed into three components: normal to the ground, lateral and longitudinal to the vehicle:



[ F ]= [ F l



l



wheel



lat



l



Flong



l



Fvert



]



T



1 < l < l max ,
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28/03/2006 where the subscript l indicates the load case number. For each load case l and each bushing b , it is possible to measure mark locations and to compute the deflection values of the bushing in each direction: l



[



δ b = l δ b ,Tx



l



δ b ,Ty



l



δ b,Tz



l



δ b ,Rx



l



δ b , Ry



l



δ b, Rz ] . T



(8)



l Each of these computed deflection values, δb ,Tx for instance, differ from the real deflection of the bushing l



δbreal ,Tx because of two distinct uncertainties. As assembly clearances are necessary to assemble the suspension,



an uncertainty on geometric parameters of the elastokinematic model remains even after CMM part measurement [11]. This assembly error, named δb0,Tx , does not depend on the load case. The second error comes from the measurement uncertainty of the mark positions. This uncertainty leads to a random error on the computed location and orientation of parts and consequently on the bushing deflection values. This error, named l δbrand ,Tx , is different for each computed deflection. Its amplitude depends on the precision of the CMM used and the relative position of marks and bushings on parts. For any bushing deflection computed from experimental measurements, the result l δ b ,Tx is composed of three terms: l



0 l rand δb ,Tx ≅ l δbreal ,Tx + δb ,Tx + δb ,Tx .



(9)



Equation (9) is not strictly verified for angular deformation as a finite angular displacement is not a vector. However this approximation is acceptable if two of the three angular deflections remain small for every load case applied to the suspension. This is generally the case for δ Rx and δ Ry , as a bushing is composed of two metallic cylinders (inner and outer sleeves shown in Figure 1) that bound possible angular displacements around X and Y axes.
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STIFFNESS IDENTIFICATION METHOD



In this study, the model used to represent a bushing behaviour is a linear relation between the deflection parameters, described in equations (5) and (6), and the force and torque exerted by part 1 on 2 through bushing b . This relation is defined using six stiffness parameters:



 K b ,Tx 0 0  δ b ,Tx     Fb ,P1→ P 2 =  0 K b ,Ty 0  δ b ,Ty   0 0 K b,Tz  δ b ,Tz  .  K b ,Rx 0 0  δ b ,Rx     M b ,P1→ P 2 =  0 K b ,Ry 0  δ b, Ry   0 0 K b ,Rz  δ b ,Rz 



(10)



We consider the most general case, where each stiffness parameter can be different from any other. To identify these stiffness parameters from the measured bushing deflections, it is necessary to estimate the values of forces and torques in this bushing for each load case applied on the suspension. This estimation can be done using an elastokinematic model of the mechanism. In the absence of information on the bushing stiffnesses, an initial estimation K 0 is assigned to all stiffness parameters of the model. This model allows the computation of an equilibrium position for each load case l , and the force and torque values in each bushing b of the mechanism: 6/21
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[



l



Fb = l Fb ,Tx



l



M b = l M b, Rx



l



[



Fb,Ty l



l



Fb,Tz l



M b, Ry



]



T



M b, Rz



]



T



.



(11)



The following equations are written for the computation of the translational stiffness of bushing b along the x axis, named K b,Tx . Computations of stiffnesses in the other directions are formulated in a similar way. The aim of the identification is to find the stiffness parameter K b,Tx that best fits the relation: l



(δ



Fb ,Tx = K b ,Tx



l



b ,Tx



− δb0,Tx − l δbrand ,Tx ) .



(12)



The force exerted on the bushing in the real suspension cannot be experimentally measured. The force computed using the elastokinematic model l Fb ,Tx is considered as a good approximation of the force in the real suspension. A new value of the stiffness parameter K b,Tx is computed by performing a linear regression



(F l



over the l max ordered pairs



b ,Tx



, l δ b ,Tx ) , each pair corresponding to a load case. Performing the linear



regression is here equivalent to minimizing the random error l δbrand ,Tx . The stiffness parameter K b ,Tx and the assembly error δ 0 are given by:



δ b ,Tx Fb,Tx − δ b ,Tx Fb ,Tx



K b,Tx = δb0,Tx =



δ b2,Tx − δ b,Tx Fb,Tx K b,Tx



2



,



(13)



− δ b ,Tx



where the bar symbol stands for arithmetic mean over the load cases:



a=



1 l max



∑ ( a). lmax



l



(14)



l =1



This stiffness computation method is limited by the quality of measurement. If the random error on the measured deflection is greater than the real deflection, the stiffness parameter given by equation (13) is false. The statistical tool used to detect this contingency is the correlation coefficient r [12] defined by:



r=



δ b,Tx Fb ,Tx − δ b,Tx Fb,Tx δ b2,Tx − δ b ,Tx



2



Fb2,Tx − Fb,Tx



2



.



(15)



It is proved that the value of r lies between -1 and 1. A value of r near zero indicates that the variables δ b ,Tx and l Fb ,Tx are uncorrelated. A negative value of r occurs when the computed stiffness K b,Tx is negative, which is a physical nonsense in our model. It is necessary to define a value for r that defines the limit for the identifiability of the stiffness parameter. The authors chose to consider the stiffness value computed with equation (13) valid if r is superior to 0.75. If this condition is not achieved, the parameter is considered unidentifiable and the previous value is maintained. l
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28/03/2006 Figure 4 represents an example of linear regression for the identification of a translational stiffness. The presented values are experimental data obtained on a pseudo Mc Pherson suspension. The amplitude of the measured deflection is 0.3 mm while the precision of the CMM used to acquire this data is around 0.1 mm. In this example, data points are a bit scattered and the correlation coefficient of 0.78 is close to the limit but the computed stiffness is near the nominal stiffness of the bushing: 13 800 N/mm. 300
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Figure 4 : Example of stiffness determination by linear regression. In most cases, bushings present a rotational symmetry around the Z axis. Consequently, their translational and rotational stiffnesses are identical along axes x and y and the number of unknown can be reduced from six to four per bushing. To compute a single radial stiffness K b ,Tr , a weighted average is performed on K b,Tx and K b,Ty as follows: n



(



wx = ∑ l Fb ,Tx − Fb,Tx l =1



K b, xTr



)



2



n



(



w y = ∑ l Fb ,Ty − Fb,Ty l =1



1 (wx K b,Tx + wy K b,Ty ) = wx + w y



)



2



,



(16)



where wx and w y are the weighting factor chosen to represent the relative importance of stiffness parameters K b ,Tx and K b,Ty . These terms depend on the amplitude of forces and torques applied to each direction of the bushing as the stiffness computation is more significant and precise when important forces and torques are applied, and consequently when important deflections are observed. Initial estimation of the stiffness parameters can be very different from the real stiffnesses. As a consequence, force and torque computed in bushings may be significantly different than actual efforts in the 8/21



28/03/2006 real suspension. An iterative process is necessary. All stiffness parameters of the elastokinematic model are modified according to the stiffnesses computed above. This new model is then used to compute new equilibrium positions for each load case and corresponding values of force and torque in the bushings. Setting up the model equilibrium and computing stiffnesses is repeated until the convergence of the computed stiffness values is obtained. This convergence is achieved when each stiffness value computed at the iteration i + 1 is equal to the stiffness computed at iteration i with a relative tolerance ε :



1− ε 
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